Rotational and vibrational dynamics of ethylene in helium nanodroplets.
Rotationally resolved infrared spectra are reported for the asymmetric C-H stretching fundamental bands of C(2)H(4) in helium nanodroplets, as well as two weak combination bands. The J=2 rotor levels are strongly shifted from the energies estimated from a rigid rotor calculation and can be accounted for with two centrifugal distortion constants. The excited states of the three bands with B(3u) symmetry are strongly coupled in the gas phase and exhibit lifetimes >100 ps in helium, with the upper member of the polyad exhibiting the shortest lifetime. In contrast, the nu(9) band (B(2u) symmetry) exhibits very broad, homogeneously broadened line profiles (full width at half maximum approximately 0.5 cm(-1)) corresponding to an excited state lifetime of approximately 10 ps. This short lifetime is presumed to be due to an efficient, solvent mediated vibration-to-vibration relaxation process. In addition, the absence of transitions to the 2(21) and 2(20) rotor levels in the nu(9) band suggests they form rotational resonances with the elementary modes of helium, resulting in very short excited state lifetimes of less than 2 ps.